Joslin Fitzgerald
A Kute Karing Kids Klub

Good day to all of you KUTE KARING KIDS out there, no matter your faith, age, weight,
shade, race, size, color of your eyes, look on your face, width of your waist, with your
hair curly or straight , and no matter what tasty food is on your plate .
Yes indeed Welcome everybody, to a very cute tale to be told, about a magical world of
fear, crowns, Tierra’s and terror that will soon unfold. Merrily, Welcome one and all to a
darling helpful story where we will explore together the confused minds of a cute group
of darling kids living in terrible terror.
Hence in the start of the club as we are each trying to understand, Why WE are all
afraid of things in our lands, we will meet many interesting happy go lucky, yet
frightened friends going along the way. Then starting the Kute Klub (like me and you
today) we will soon discover Why, the cute caring kids were terrified by the same things
in the same merry way.
Thus in our meeting and greeting each child in this reading, We too will discover why
the tree house sisters, and clubhouse brothers, were looking to the other to make each
other less afraid going along their miles, as they together, and yet alone away from
home, needed a sweet reason to smile.
Sorrowfully, however things had not quite turned out that grinning way, until they
entered the land of the letter K, and found the magical tiara (that the boys called a kingly
crown) in their fearful play.
Yes indeed in reading this book we will see Why the magical Tiara that some called an
enchanted crown, seemed to hold the key for the kids then and now, as in the hunts
process turning the pages the kids needed to find protection they were missing, after
they were each almost swept up in a bad tornado.
Then individually requiring more peace in their crazy direction we will similarly see why
one child was additionally terrified by a frowning clown after going to the circus with her
family. We will next discover why another child falling down was almost traumatized by
a shark at a water park. And of course why they all were terrified of things falling apart
that were going bump in the dark.
In the same book, we will quickly realize why two of the youngsters felt like they were
going to be tortured by their doctor, nurse, then hygienist, And of course why they felt
like they were going to be hurt by the mean dentist. Yes as the pages turn we will each
view why another kid flipped her lid over bugs, with another pal fearful of Giants and
monsters that could be visiting any hour now.
Sadly we will equally see why yet another buddy somehow felt threatened
by attacking dogs, as one more chum also felt like he would be caught in a spider’s web
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of alarm. Yes in those chapters we will all find out why there was a lot of fear going on
with their tears tumbling down with misery found.
Happily, however as the pages have been, and will always still be turning, eventually
each of the kids in the Kute Karing Kids Klub, will show everyone, including you and me,
that all you ever need to be free from fear was love and family to weather Any storm.
Yes indeed family, love and parental devotion will forever be the things we all need to
keep us safe from alarm, also to keep us warm, and to help us stay away from any
fearful harm.
Merrily discovering that Cool Rule in Life’s School, all of the smitten kids will eventually
find out how important love and family can really be, and have always been to you and
me, as there will be many other exciting things happening in their spy filled journey
waiting ahead for us to see.
Certainly as we start our wild eye crazy adventures with Terrified Terry, and Shaking
Sammy all of them falling apart in more ways than one seen, and also unseen, many
things will be happening.
Therefore opening the pages door in this book, while joining the Karing Klub, we will
likewise enjoy meeting Falling Apart Bartly who was at his breaking point, and Crying
Carrie. You will similarly appreciate greeting Trembling Timmy, Melting Down Mary,
Worried Surry, then Leary Larry, not to ever forget to mention you will be holding hands
while trying to comfort alarmed Johnny.
Merrily in that meeting and greeting with you FOLLOWING THE KLUES to the end, all
of the kids in the Kute Karing Klub will then help You dear reader friend, learn valuable
life lessons about fear with explorations connected to Kitty and Barry too. Hence in
reading this book of looks, we will all learn the right way to live our days and nights, as
we conquer fear, and find trust with those we love, while going straight into our wrongs
or rights night after day.
Thus beginning to end HIPP HIPP HORAY, dear friend, the kid’s roll call is over start to
finish once again as another story has gone around the bend.
So are YOU a member of the Secret Society? Are you a member of the Kute Karing
Kids Klub? Are you afraid of everything and everyone? Are you afraid of all things, or
could it be that you are Not afraid of anything? And if you are Not afraid of anything…or
anyone if you are instead very brave…. do you know anybody else who is afraid?
Okay Now HOLD on a minute, let’s be honest right now, because I think we will all
agree whether it's you or me, in one way or the other we are all afraid of something or
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the other somehow! Yes fear is something that happens to everyone no matter their
age, race, shape, shade, or look on their face.
Therefore if that is true that you Fear…. a lot of things too,
Then this neat helpful book is for You.
Yes, since we are all afraid thankfully this Kute Karing Kids book is here to help You
learn to face Your tears and share Your fears. Hence in learning how to face fear by
turning away from what You are afraid of, in every way you will have Happier days!
So come with me, as we start reading, and we will each enter the club house carefully.
Hereafter in cheerfully joining the Kute Klub meeting that is just getting started, we will
clearly see that the cuddly kids are learning what fear should Never be!
Of course for the rest of the story, and see how the wild wind blows, you will have to
turn the pages slowly to find out how the kids find the pretty magical Tiera. Yes let's find
out together What happens to the crown, also how things go up and down. And in that
discovery with fear growing, yet pain going away, you too will also discover day after
day what else the Kute Karing Kids know!
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